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AMATEUR AND ''EDUCATION"

•

Douglas Osborne
Mesa Verde National Park
Abstract:

'!his is the third in a series of articles dealing with professional-amateur relations in the field of archaeology.
Written by a highly respected member of the profession, it
describes, on the basis of four premises, how pothunters can
be educated in the methodology, importance, and purposes of
archaeology. These postulates state that the professional
archaeologist and the mature amateur are sophisticated and
right in their scientific nethod, that, in the United States
laws will not stop the destructive activities of vandals, and
that the collector can, should, and must be educated to the
a?thods, goals and responsibilities of American Archaeology.

Realizing the momentous difficulty of such a task, the author
nevertheless believes it·entirely possible. Pointing out the
values which both professionals and collectors share, and
noting both the ability and the potential that exist within
and without the profession, he briefly outlines a program of
educational reform, which would include the training of
personnel and allocation of funds to be used by the profession
in local public relations and teaching programs.

•

A scrutiny of the problem of professionals, non-professionals, and collectors
in archaeology is apparently developing in the Northwest (see references). I
am inspired to offer my own bit. With haste, I add that this is no final word.
Much remains to be said; the role of commercialism, the psychology of hobbies
and collection, for example, could be profitably explored.
I shall state four premises on which the following argument is based:
Cl) That the professional archaeologist and the "sophisticated amateur" or
the "mature amateur" have seen the light and their way is right.

(2) The pothunter or collector or spoiler or vandal is worth instruction in
archaeological methods and practices and should receive it.
(3) Laws, at least in the United States, will not provide the answer to the
problem of the destruction of archaeological sites and values by the collector.
(4) Education and instruction of the collectors in professional methods, goals
and responsibilities may be generally accepted as the only way out of the present
shadow that the collecting urge and other aspects of human frailty have cast over
American archaeology.

~
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Premise No. 2 •Y ·require aome comment. I believe that, 90 ti•• out of 100,
the vandal or pothunter is worth ed'1Cating. ··. There is obviously a minor percentage of incorrigibles who are not educable. Efficiency is gained if they
can be d iscemed early in any program of instruction.
Why is the pothunter judged to be worth the time and trouble that the professional or true amateur must aaauma in order to bring him into the fold?
First, he is usually a person of intelligence aad ability. He has mastered
his own profession, trade or skill well enough so that he makes a living and
baa time for something else. He is generally aucceaafui" by economic standards.
He mat have a well-developed bump of curiosity; be has intere8:t and energy
that c~avea an outlet. He is experienced in local travel, camping, and may
be a keen observer. The drive of a hobby is powerful within him. This drive
and energy can ·be a tremendoua force for deatruction - which must be halted or
minimized if possible. He cannot be wished out of existence and disregarded.
Obviously the p~ofeasional and ti. advanced amateur cannot retrogress and join
him. 'Dle only answer ia to cause aa many of his kind as pose ible to join the
rank• of aclentif ic workers~
Many of us who have worked with or watched pothunters have come to respect
their (often latent) abilities and energy. In the eyes of the practical man,
energy exists to be harne•aed - and we must be thoroughly practical in our
approach to this problem.

•

Science and the scientific approach ta a major and driving part of our own
culture. A large share of pothuntere and collectors have the ability to naater.
and use this approach, which ia not difficult nor esoteric. 'lb.ere seems to be
no alternative but to guide them into it.
How, then. do we go about educating the collector and channeling his energies
into scientific archaeology and interesting him in archaeological conservation?
I like to think that 1 have had aome experience and success in this field.
'!be Washington Archaeological Society resulted in some part from my effort and
the alms and accomplishments of that group may speak for: themselves. 1.'he
Oregon Archaeological Society has shown a marked change, judging primarily ·from
what I read in its organ, Screenings, iu the yeara since I have first met with
some of its members and a ince we were briefly associated in the Wakemap project.
It ia, at least, pleasing to my ego to believe that I have helped Aa:erican
archaeology by guiding the energies and interests of a few members of both of
these groups.
In the attempt to instruct and guide collectors the professional has several
1trong factors on his side:

•

(1)

A mutual interest in and respect for the American · Indian.

(2)

'lhe prestige of science and of ttie professional . scientis-t .

(3)

His ability to answer a large share of questions· and to interpret most
archaeological situations.
·
·

(4)

The clarity and simple logic of basic archaeological field methods.
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No one of these factors can be suceessfully used without constant and iterative
appeal to the mind of the poth~nter. All of these men speculate and theorize.
The professional, or the mature amateur, must guide these speculations and
clarify them. Once rephrased in terms of known archaeology, some of these
speculative suggestions can be fitted into an aspect . of local archaeology. Once
this ' has been done t~ mind of the pothunter is caught in a web of thought that
will, sooner or· later, guide him into seeing his artifacts in a more meaningful
context. The process is often a long one, and to the impatient and busy profess iona l it may be a trial, but it is essentially as simple as.the above statement.

•

Hand in hand with su~~ • mental stimulation, which is. after all only elementary
pedagogy, must go e~c~va~ion i~struction. The experienced excavator can readily
show how controlled d~!ging makes artifacts meaningful. He will find that profiles and stratigraphy are readily understood. If he can guide the reading
habits of hi.S initiates he will have the battle nearly won. Good popular and
semi-popular books must be offered as substitutes for arrar~head hunting manuals.
Books must be loaned, full references .incluc:lj.ng place of sale and price must be
made available.
Above all the larger picture niust be pressed constantly into the mind of those
collectors whom the professional contacts. 'Ibis is the strongest appeal.
Culture history may be ·called by a variety of naqies and presented in a variety
of guises but its impact is well-nigh universal. As soon as the collector sees
how he can use his own euergies to develop parts of a story and to provide a
factual basis for an historiographic interpretation (whether he uses the phrase
or not) he will be well on the road to becoming a convert. Some will backslide;
some will not. The knowledge tha1: he can do scientific work, and that pothunting is destroying scientific evide~e, and above all a story~ offers him
two clear alternatives. An honest man or an honest organization wlll feel a
powerful impact thereby.

•

Such "education" requires, unfortunately, more tiDE, more of a semi-political
and semi-missionary kind of activity than most of us can or do put into it.
It requires patience without end and a strong resistance to heartache and
despair. A few successes must counterbalance many fsilures - not because the
method is weak or the potential does not exist among collectors - simply because of the normal limitations of time, energy and opportunity.
I have long believed that we, as professionals, would be wise to train a few
of our more advanced, verbal and extroverted students for the kind of field
missionary work that I have outlined here. I can conceive of few segments of
American archaeology where more gain would derive from the few thousands of
dollars that would have to be spent in keeping a competent person at such a
task for one or two years in this form of popularization and education. 'lbe
value of implanting in all who are interested, the seeds of understanding of
the aims and importance of the discipline and of archaeological conaervation,
to ourselves, to our posterity, and to man's understanding of man the world
over, cannot well be calculated. Carefully chosen persons of maturity and zeal,
advanced graduate students or young professionals or dedicated amateurs, attached
informally to amateur organizations of a specific area for a year or two should
provide the kind of scientific leadership and instruction that is sorely needed.

•

•
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Diplomacy ln making aucb arraagea.nta and in organlz f.ng tbe cooperative work
that could stem from auch an aaeociatlon would depend f irat on an older established profe•slonal and then on the field un. Detail• are nu•roua. None is
overly dlff icult.
Make no aiatake, moat amateurs vmald welcome the aaaoclation and lnstructlon.
Some would not but they could be led to the viewpoint. My asaociation1 with
collector• indicate unmistakably that once the ice la broken, once the collectot knows that the profeselonal will not show contempt but understanding,
and la not trying to fix a bla• for the pa•t but la interested in tba future,
then, indeed 1 the better •hare of collector•, and thla include• the cream of
the crop, will become fertile •oil for our efforts. Intellectual appeal i•
our strongest weapon; ~ must never fall to uae it.

One last word: 1 do not advocate any attempt to increase the nual>er•. of
amateurs. 'l'here will always be more than we can contact or train. our increasing wealth, leisure and mobility will fill the ranks of theae mobile
hobbyists fa1t enough. Let us work frankly aad hone•tly with thoee that are
now harming the archaeological record. Many can be taught to reapect and
keep it.

•
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PETR~LYPHS

PART II

De 1 Nordquist
Abstract:

must be approached, analy.~ically, in as direct
a' simple a way as possible. Terminology must be clear
and as little suggestive of other forms as possible. The
.
geo~tric designations, constituting a category of petroglyphs
themselves, also give a basis of analysis for most other
giyphs as found in the Middle Columbia River waters.b ed. This
installment treats 9f geometric forms as categories of dots,
dashes, spurs, lin~s, arcs, circles, and constructs· possible
from the combination of these forms.
Pet~ogly~hs

.~nd

The total aspect of any petroglyph is its preferred fprm. In some it is impossible to separate individual ·parts by reason of the over working of a rock
surface, weathering, and the likelihood tha~ no definite separable c.o ncept was
behind the making of the glyph~ S~ch forms will be handled separately or only
in part. For those which can be broken down into recognized components, the
analysis will take a general to the specific approach. An arbitrary decision
as to the central ele·ment will designate the important part, lesser elenents
will be treated in a derivative way, progressing from the least dependent to
the most dependent part. Modifications and descriptive terms will associate
with each individual element.
· Example:

•

nor (capitalized to imply the most important element)

-~----

spurred, (description);
line, appended (secondary element with description
of relation to dot).

Had the figure been a dot encircled, spurred and appended, one of the problems
of this or any analysis is seen, namely, which is most important, the dot or
the circle? In stylistic cataloguing, in which this paper is presently engaged,
precedence of one form over another is not consequent. (In inte~pretation it
would be.) Therefore, the following f igu·r e will be described as follows:
DOT; circle, concentric, spurred; line appended.

-¢--·
Conceivably two such concentric dots within spurred circles could be connected
by a line giving a double emphasis. Such petroglyphs can be denoted as:
DOTS, circle, concentric, spurred, doubled; line connecting.

~

Y4

>~r

•

•
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Differing major elements would be taken and described, left to right, in the
convention of our way of reading. Interrelating elements would be so designated
and subsequently described.
It is apparent that any analysis must introduce probable alien methods of description, not only in terminology which here is gathered . from geometry, art,
anthropology, and biology, but also spatial relationships. In a final approach
the nearest to the aboriginal way of seeing their designs is best. With documentary evidence lacking we can only assume that there are more things common
among men, past and present, than alien and proceed as we loo~ at such things
in our culture. At least, this creates less confusion on ou~ part, being done
for the sake of order and clarity. We should always be alert t& possible changes
in our approach if evidence supports the need of that change.

•

The following outline is given as a suggested relationship between formal elements
found in petroglyphs. Actual examples are used in classification. (See illustrations in the May issue of the Washington Archaeologist: Plate I, Geometric
forms). Most of the material has been taken from H. Thomas Cain, Petroglyphs
Of Central Washington. Labelling of the plates has been kept to a minimum to
facilitate illustrating the types of glyphs. Readers are urged to compare
actual figures with the outline for descriptive association. Elaborations are
given on the plates only to indicate modifications as used in actual rock markings. It is hoped a more exhaustive program of research will bring elaborations
and variations not envisaged here.
GEOMETRIC FORMS

(Refer to Plate I, May issue)
Geometric forms, the nearest to abstractions of visual forms, constitute both
a division in themselves and the basis of the analysis of most other forms.

I.

•

DOTS
A. Singles
1. Unarranged, seemingly isolated and unassociated
2. Arranged
a. Aligned vertically, one row
b. Aligned horizontally, on·e row
c. Aligned diagonally, one row, lower le ft to upper r ig~t
d. Aligned diagonally, one row, upper left to lower right
e. Aligned diagonally, two rows, converging at bottom
f. Aligned d iagona 1 ly, two rows, converging at top
g. Aligned diagonally, two rows, converging at left
h. Aligned diagonally, two rows, converging at right
.i. Aligned in a zig-zag, one raw
j. Aligned in a wavy line, one row
k. Aligned in a circle
(1) Complete
(2) Incomplete (more than half)
(a) Less than half
(b) More than half

-8-
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One side straight
(a) Hal~ circle

Upper side
Lower side
Right side
Left Bide
(b) Less than half circle
(aa) Upper ·side
(bb) Lower s i.de
(cc) . Right s i.de
(dd) Left s i.de
(c) More than half circle
(aa) Upper side
(bb) Lower side
(cc) Right side
(dd) Le.ft side
Aligned in an '"oval·
(break down similar to circles and half circles)
(aa)
(bb)
(cc)
(dd)

1.

m.

n.

o.

p.

Aligned in a square
(1) Complete
(2) Incomplete
(a) Top omitted
(b) Bottom oml.tted
(c) Left side omitted
(d) Right side omitted
Aligned in a rectangle
(1) Complete
(2) Incomplete
(a) .Top omitted
(b) - Bottom omitted
(c) Left side omitted
(d) Right side omitted
Aligned in a triangle
(1) Complete
(2) Incomplete
(a) Bot tom omitted
(b) Right side omitted

1962

•

•

(c) Left side ·o.m itted
Aligned in a trapezoid
(1)

(2)

Complete
Incomplete
(a) Top omitted

(b)
(c)

q.

JUNE

Bottom omitted .
Left side omitte~

(d) Right side omitted
Aligned in a parallelogram (acute angled)
(1) Complete
(2) Incomplete
(a) Top omitted
Cb) Bottom om·itted
Cc) Left side omitted
(d) Right side omitted

•

•
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Aligned in .a diamond
(1) Complete
(2) Incomplete
(a) ·Upper lef:t side omitted
(b) Lower left .s ide omitted
(c) Upper right side omitted
(d) Lower left side omitted
etc., etc., etc.

Multiples (treated as above under sub-headi.n gs of duples, triples,
quadruples, etc., etc.)

It is suf'f icient to allow .extens.:ions of the outline to be interpolated rather
than trying to exhaust its possibilities here. Petroglyphs themselves constitute the best source for outli~ea, ·and "when collected, separated by types, can
be reorganized aa suggested .by their varied categories. This, the typological
approach, is best for actual practice. However, it is often wise to anticipate
forms, since the psychology of vision . has its own omissions unless mental constr~cts are generated.
II.

•

DASHES (Differentiated from dots by slight elongation)
A. Oriented in the direction of alignment (--------> ·
(Break down as dots)
B. Oriented at right angles to the direct ion of alignment ('''' • •)
(Break down as dots)

Often dashes and dots are associated with another element. Such configurations
will be treated as the major element, usually not dots or dashes. This becomes
clearer under the outline for spurs, which differ from dashes only in that they
are attached to another form.
III.

•

SPURS

(short segments of lines or dashes fixed to another form)

Treated as dashes and described in relation to the consequent form to which they
are attached. Certain factors of rel~tionship become apparent, especiaily in
the use of spurs, that amount to compositional analysis. Although, this problem
needs greater elaboration and will be considered separately, consequent to design
is the placement and relation of secondary characteristics. At the moment, the
artist's viewpoint will be used, i.e., up is that part of a work of art related
to the top of his field; left to his left; r~ht to his right; and bottom lowest
in his registry of graphic-f'Orm. No speculation as to expectations need be considered at this moment, however, if there is a need for greater preeision, compositional relationships of unprecedented petroglyphs will be laid out on a
compass rose for specificity. It :Ls seldom evident that the primitive artists
used such extreme precision in lay out; all ~elationship designations will be
general. 'lbus the compass rose will be interpreted as suggested above: up,
down, right and left. 45° will be upper-right; 135° will be lower-right;
225° will be lower-left; and 315° will be upper-left. The ambiguity of right
and left designations in relation to anthropomorphic forms will be considered
with the outline of that division.
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Spatial relationship between related spurs, dots, and dashes has, heretofore,
been unconsidered. Every category, in extension, needs s ome analysis of space
relations. The importance of this visual referen~e involves no~ only a part
to part concept, but the likelihood of omissions by intent which cannot be considered except through spatial analysis. Generally, the following system will
be used.
1.

2.

IV.

LINES

A.

B.

Regular alignment of spaces
a. Nonstrategic
(1) Close spacing (about as far apart as the element's thickness)
(2) Moderate spacing (in between (1) and (3))
(3) Distant spacing (farther apart than the overall length of
the eleimnt compared.)
b. Strategic spacing
(1) Opposite (as along 1 ines or sides)
(2) Alternate (as along lines or sides)
(3) At ends or at terminals
(4) At corners
(5) At cerdinal points (as Qn circles, or ovals)
etc., etc.
Regular multiple alignment of spaces
a. Double spaced
b. Triple spaced
c. Nixed space (as alternately single and double, etc.)
d. Irregularly spaced
(1) Clustered
(2) Erratic

•

•

(Longer than dashes or spurs, an arbitrary definition, used only
where no doubt exists. Otherwise, call such elements dashes or
spurs depending on their type.)

Straight lines
1. Single segoents
a. Disassociated
(Treat as under dashes)
b. Associated
(Treat as spurs if the lesser of two related elements)
2. · Multiple segnents
a.. .Squared-U (may be a side less square)
b. Chevron (may be a sideless triangle)
c. Zig-zag
d. Fret Ca spiral of straight seguents)
Arca (curved lines, single segments, less than a half-circle)
1. Single segments
a. Wide (open and unconstricting)
b. Narr<M (close and constricting, but not turned in)
2. M.tltiple segments
a. Wavy 1.ine
b. Scalloped line
c. Spiral

•

•
•
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The chevron and squared-U* is the preferred term to a triangle or square with
a side omitted. If the element is ·fundamental and common, th.i s terminology is
best. 'lbe orientation of chevrons and arcs will be designated as facing up if
the bend is in that direction, down or inverted if it is down, and left or right
when turned. In all instances the arc and chevron are to be anderstood when
undesignated as up. The squared-U is considered up when it is in reality in
opposition to the-arrangement of the natural arc or chevron. This is in conformity to the concept of the letter u.
Multiplicity of forms will generally be treated as previously described under
spurs or dashes, as regular and irregular, as in singles, doubles, etc.
Strategic placements will be so designated.
Linea have ~e quality of longevity which may be considered if it becomes consequent. Sucb instances, if infrequent, will be described as isolated examples.
Lines of minor irregularities, often due to some material or technical difficulty,
will be disregarded unless it is found signi~icant in a final analysis.
V.

CIRCLES
A.

•

B.

c.

Singles
1. Unarranged
2. Arranged
(Treat as dots)
Multiples
1. External and compositional ar~angements
(Treat as dots )
2. Internal arrangements
a. Concentric (circles or dots within circles)
b. Circumscript (circles around other forms)
Half-circles
(Treat as circles, dots, lines, or what is applicable)

Fragmentary circles, such as the half-circle (a completely closed form) would
usually be treated as a circle except when the straight side is best related to
lines. In smaller segnents of a circle, it is best to consider them triangles
with a convex or concave side, thereby borrowing from point typology.
All closed forms, e.g.~ circles, half-circles, squares, triangles, etc., may
be filled in by abrasion or painting. Partial painting is known and it is suggested that terms be borrowed from pottery descriptions, such as hachuring,
cross-hatching, etc.

•

*Author's Note: 'lbe Squared-U is a weak term. I have not found a better one
and so use it here. Readers are urged to offer any suggestions as to better
nomenclature. It must be kept in mind that we should use the most direct and
simplest way to describe things. In working with petroglyphs, I have tended
to use the actual glyph itself. Having tried descriptive and numerical designations, I have found them too cumbersome.
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The frequency of .e lement occurrence ' is important, a.s ·well as i1_1terstice desig- ·

nations.

This will find further discussion in later issues of the Washington

•

Arc hae o 1 og ist.

('!be oµtlipe s will continue in ·the next issue.)

•

•

•

